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This pact with Germany aroused a great deal of comment and
speculation, not always favourable to Poland; it had a distinctly
bad reception in France, despite the fact that it clearly stated that
it in no wise changed any of Poland's previous commitments,
including, of course, her alliance with France. A coolness had
been growing between Poland and France before the signing of
the pact, and Mussolini's proposed Four-Power Pact did not
decrease it; Poland contended that that pact transformed the four
Powers into a Directory of Europe, a thing to which she could not
agree. Further, she strongly objected to the proposed Eastern
Pact promoted by Litvinoff and Barthou. This gave additional
umbrage to France, but Poland stood her ground. While pro-
claiming her fidelity to the alliance with France, she maintained
the justice of her attitude. In the end her opposition to this pact
virtually killed it. In 1934-35 it was obvious that Poland had
become a Great State, to be reckoned with accordingly. In 1935
Europe was thrown into a turmoil by Hitler's revelation of the
vast rearmament programme of Germany; Poland took it calmly,
and stated that her policy was unchanged; the non-aggression
pacts with Soviet Russia and Germany, and the alliance with
France, were its foundations, the pacts establishing peace in
Eastern Europe and the alliance making for general security.
Pilsudski, who had directed foreign policy during the regime,
died on May 12, 1935, and Poland was plunged into mourning.
It was soon evident, however, that his death implied no alteration
in Polish foreign policy*
In internal policy Pilsudski's constant aim was to unify the
Poles and to embue them with the patriotic ideal of all working
together for the honour, power and glory of their country. Teacher
as well as leader of his people, he sought to replace "partyism,"
with, the President a mere figurehead, by the "spirit of the team"
under a strong executive. The Constitution set up in the first
years of the restored State greatly restricted the powers of the
President; the Government was entrusted to the party-ridden
Seym, the Senate being a cipher. The failure of the Seym pror
duced the coup <£itat, and the Constitution was amended ,by
giving more power to the President and less to the Seym, though

